Finish Information

Standard Laminate Tops
Plastic laminate tops are standard on all tables and rotating tablets.
We offer a range of standard wood grain, solid and patterned
laminate options to suit a variety of applications. All standard colors
follow below.
Formica 459-58 Brite White
Pionite WF131-SD Vana
Nevamar S2110T Basic
Wilsonart 7054-60 Wild Cherry
Pionite SG228-SD Slate
Wilsonart 7953K-07 Shaker Cherry
Nevamar WM-0047T Iconic Maple
Pionite SE101-AW Black Ashwood

Nevamar WM8340T Clear Maple
Nevamar WM005T Siren Maple
Wilsonart 7954-38 Natural Rift
Wilsonart 7937-38 River Cherry
Pionite ST604-SD Nubian Brown
Formica 7739-58 Cocoa Maple
Pionite WX421-PV Witchcraft

For all table widths, wood grain laminates will run parallel to width of table.
Non-Standard Laminate Tops
In addition to our standard laminates, we also accept most laminates
from the following manufacturers: Formica (standard grade, matte
texture), Nevamar, Pionite (standard grade, suede texture) and
Wilsonart. Mirror, high gloss and metal laminates are not available.
To order a non-standard laminate, specify the laminate manufacturer,
pattern name and color number. Please contact Customer Service
to confirm pricing.
Corian® Surface Material
Corian arm caps available on all Suite guest, tandem, bariatric and
lounge seating. Corian tops are also available on select connecting
tables, occasional tables and pull-up tables; please refer to
corresponding price list pages for applicable pricing. In most instances
(except where noted), solid surface tops are affixed to table surface
increasing overall table height by ½". We offer eight standard Corian
colors which are listed below.
Designer White
Linen
Deep Night Sky
Platinum (T)

Rain Cloud
Sahara (T)
Sonora
Witch Hazel

T = Terra Collection from Dupont.
Corian® is a registered trademark of Dupont.

Wood Finishes
Encore standard wood finishes are listed as follows:
Beech
#12 Natural Beech
#27 Ebony Beech
#43 Autumn Beech
#85 Cocoa Beech

#22 Caramel Beech
#33 Cinnamon Beech
#73 Kona Beech

Maple
#10 Natural Maple
#21 Caramel Maple
#31 Cinnamon Maple
#71 Kona Maple

#11 Natural Beech on Maple
#26 Ebony Maple
#41 Autumn Maple
#115 Cocoa Maple

White Oak
#14 Natural White Oak
#20 Caramel Oak
#32 Cinnamon Oak
#70 Kona Oak

#18 Slate Grey Oak
#25 Ebony Oak
#44 Autumn Oak
#123 Cocoa Oak

Walnut
#29 Natural Walnut
Please refer to the Encore finish card for digital representations or
contact our Literature Fulfillment Department for samples.
Wood Finish Maintenance
As with all fine finishes, care should be taken to protect the finish from
sharp, unprotected objects. The top coat has a natural characteristic
to repel the most common liquids used around wood components,
yet spills or soil marks should be cleaned up immediately to avoid
moisture seeping into open-pore areas. Please note that constant
polishing and cleaning of the finish may raise the sheen level, whereas
neglect in cleaning will dull and possibly abrade the finish.
PVC Edge Colors
PVC edge may be specified in lieu of laminate self edge on select connecting
and occasional tables. A limited number of color options are available
which closely, but do not exactly, match the Encore solid laminate finishes.
All standard colors are listed below and are available at no upcharge.
Black
Nubian Brown
Slate Grey

Wallaby
White

To order a non-standard Corian color, please specify the name and
color number. Contact Customer Service to confirm pricing.
Back-Painted Glass
Back-painted glass is available on select tables and tablets; please refer
to corresponding price list pages for applicable pricing. Glass tops are
back-painted in #94 Cotton as standard; however, the following additional
colors are also available at a $50 List upcharge per unit. Please be advised
that colors will be muted due to the glass transparency properties.
#77 Sunshine
#80 Clementine
#87 Poppy
#88 Pink Flamingo
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#89 Granny Smith
#98 Pacific
#99 Glossy Black
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